
The proprietary manufacturing process used to make our Fossilized® bamboo flooring packs 30% more 
raw material into each plank, making them far denser than traditional hardwood. This also results in scores 
topping 5000 on the Janka Hardness Scale. That unmatched durability is available in a wide array of style 
options -- offering rich colors, hand-scraped and distressed surfaces, various lengths and widths, color-
coordinated accessories, and both click-lock and tongue-and-groove milling. It’s a brand of quality that 
makes building green the smartest option.

The CALI® Difference 

Available Colors

CALI vinyl select XL Dover Beach
CALI bamboo Natural

bamboo

Boardwalk Java

Antique Java Bourbon Barrel Treehouse Bordeaux

Vintage Port Natural Mocha



CALI bamboo Antique Java

Style Meets Sustainability
In addition to being beautiful and 
remarkably strong, bamboo flooring 
(made from the fastest growing plant 
on Earth) is a far more eco-friendly 
alternative to traditional hardwood.

Safe for the Home
Strict quality control, a commitment 
to ultra low VOCs, and the use of 
superior materials, adhesives, and 
manufacturing techniques produces 
flooring that is safe for children, 
pets, and those with allergies and 
odor sensitivities. All flooring VOC 
emissions measure lower than the 
air we breathe, and even as “non-
detectable” in several flooring styles.

50 Year Guarantee
This residential warranty covers 
structural integrity as well as the 
finish, which is made to last, unlike 
traditional hardwood flooring which 
requires expensive refinishing every 
10-15 years.  

Grain Fossilized® Strand Bamboo

Construction Solid Strand Woven Bamboo

Plank Length* Options ranging from 36” to 72-7/8”

Plank Width* Options ranging from 3-3/4” to 5-3/8”

Plank Thickness* Options ranging from 11 to 14mm

Sqft./Box* Options ranging from 19.91 to 27.01sqft.

Milling* Click, Tongue-and-Groove

Installation Method** Floated, Glue-Down, Nail Down

Finish Aluminum Oxide

Warranty 50 Year Residential / 15 Year Commercial

Indoor Air Quality CARB 93120 & EPA TSCA Title VI 
Compliant for Formaldehyde, Prop 65 
Compliant. Test Results Available upon 
Request

Radiant Heat Compatible Yes (up to 80˚F)

LEED Points EQC4.3 | MRc6 | MRc7

Fire Rating 0.47 W/cm2 (Class 1)

Certification FloorScore® Certified, FSC® Available 
Upon Request (FSC-C041329)

*Specs may vary between skus. For more information, please consult your 
Green Building Consultant or visit CaliFloors.com.

**Installation method may vary based on milling type. 

pet-friendlyeco-friendly durable


